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Abstract 

 

Collaborative learning can be a powerful method for sharing understanding between learners. To 

this end, strategic regulation of processes, such as cognition and affect (including metacognition, 

emotion, and motivation) is key. Decades of research on self-regulated learning has advanced our 

understanding about the need for and complexity of those mediating processes in learning. Recent 

research has shown that it is not only the individual’s but also the group’s shared processes that 

matter and, thus, that regulation at the group level is critical for learning success. A problem here is 

that the “shared” processes in collaborative learning are invisible, which makes it almost impossible 

for researchers to study and understand them, for learners to recognize them, and for teachers to 

support them. Traditionally, research has not been able to make these processes visible nor has it 

been able to collect data about them. With the aid of advanced technologies, signal processing, and 

machine learning, we are on the verge of “seeing” these complex phenomena and understanding 

how they interact. We posit that technological solutions and digital tools available today and in the 

future will help advance the theory underlying the cognitive, metacognitive, emotional, and social 

components of individual, peer, and group learning when seen through a multidisciplinary lens. The 

aim of this paper is to discuss and demonstrate how multidisciplinary collaboration among the 

learning sciences, affective computing, and machine learning is applied for understanding and 

facilitating collaborative learning.  
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Structured practitioner notes 

What is already known about this topic 

● Collaborative learning occurs when team-members systematically activate, sustain and 

regulate their cognition, motivation, emotions and behaviors towards the attainment of their 

goals. 

● Socially shared regulation in learning contributes to success in collaborative learning. 

 

What this paper adds 

● ‘Shared’ processes in collaborative learning are hard for researchers to study and understand 

them, for learners to recognize them, and for teachers to support them. 

● Multimodal data collection provides opportunities to study multiple aspects of student 

behaviors and regulation processes. 

● With the aid of advanced technologies multidisciplinary collaboration between the learning 

sciences, affective computing and machine learning can help to study these complex 

phenomena.  

 

Implications for practice and/or policy 

● The case examples demonstrate how multidisciplinary collaboration can meet the challenges 

in understanding and facilitating collaborative learning.  
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● Multidisciplinary efforts with multimodal data will contribute to collaborative learning 

practice by providing theoretically-informed feedback and personalized support. 
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Introduction 

In our complex interconnected world, we increasingly look to collaboration to solve the diffuse 

and wicked problems we face (Rittel & Webber, 1973). Collaborative learning (CL) affords us 

opportunities to migrate from individual learning to learning and working together in teams 

(Miyake & Kirschner, 2014). In collaborative teams, members attempt to solve problems together 

to make use of each other’s knowledge and expertise.  

Traditionally, people learning together in a team are unrelated to each other (Fransen, 

Kirschner, & Erkens, 2011; Fransen, Weinberger, & Kirschner, 2013). Though from the outside 

they may appear to fluently interact socially with each other, this often is not the case. This is 

because such learning requires socio-cognitive interactions with others to achieve individual and 

shared cognitive growth (Kirschner, Sweller, Kirschner, & Zambrano, 2018). Research has shown 

that successful CL only occurs when team members systematically activate and sustain their 

cognition, motivation, behavior, and emotions toward the attainment of their goals (Schunk & 

Greene, 2017).  

The problem is that the core learning processes in the human mind (cognition, metacognition, 

emotions, and motivation), while not visible to others (team mates or researchers) are critical and 

need to be shared in collaboration (Järvelä & Hadwin, 2013). Strategic regulation of those invisible 

processes is key to successful learning (Järvelä, Hadwin, Malmberg, & Miller, 2018). A problem 

here is that the “shared” processes in CL (Roschelle & Teasley, 1995) are invisible and difficult for 

researchers to understand, for learners to recognize, and for teachers to support. We, thus, need to 

help people become able to “read each other’s minds” and to make thinking, affective, and even 

metacognitive processes visible and accessible for better regulation.  

Traditionally, research has not been able to make these processes visible nor has it been able to 

collect data about them. Currently, with the aid of advanced technologies for collecting and 
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processing vast amounts of heterogeneous multimodal data with affective computing, signal 

processing, and machine learning, we are on the verge of “seeing” these complex phenomena. To 

unlock the full potential for these recent technological developments, we need fruitful 

multidisciplinary collaboration between the learning sciences, affective computing, and machine 

learning. The aim of this paper is to discuss and demonstrate through two examples how 

multidisciplinary collaboration between these fields is applied for understanding and facilitating 

CL.  

Regulation in learning for overcoming challenging situations in collaboration 

Research on CL has concentrated on different conditions of CL, processes of CL, and students’ 

collaborative discourse and argumentation (e.g., O’Donnell & Hmelo-Silver, 2013). Collaboration is 

not spontaneous and is dependent on individual group members’ capabilities to collaborate with each 

other. The interactive nature of collaboration (Isohätälä, Näykki, Järvelä, & Baker, 2017) has the 

potential to support the groups’ learning success (Kirschner, Paas, Kirschner, & Janssen, 2011) but 

also to distract the collaboration (Janssen, Erkens, Kirschner, & Kanselaar, 2012) by causing new 

types of challenges. Those challenges are the result of external (e.g., task difficulty), internal (e.g., 

weak strategies), and/or social (e.g., socioemotional) conditions (Järvenoja, Volet, & Järvelä, 2013). 

Recent research has shown that not only self-regulation (SRL), but also co-regulation of learning 

(CoRL) and socially shared regulation of learning (SSRL) (Hadwin, Järvelä, & Miller, 2018; Järvelä 

& Hadwin, 2013) are especially critical. 

Perspectives on forms of regulation are built on decades of research and theory development 

(Zimmerman & Schunk, 2011). Self-regulation is a cyclical complex metacognitive and social 

process that involves adapting thought, motivation, emotion, and behavior (Cleary & Zimmerman, 

2012; Winne & Hadwin, 1998). Self-regulation is critical for successful individual and collaborative 

learning (Dignath & Büttner, 2008), but the problem is that the processes at the foundation of 

regulation are invisible and, thus, very challenging to understand, support, and influence. Regulation 
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of learning is difficult at the individual level but is even more difficult when it is expected to occur 

collaboratively in groups where individual processes must be coordinated while planning and 

execution must be communicated between individuals (Kirschner et al., 2018). 

Regulation of learning that takes place within collaborative groups presumes students have a 

precise understanding and awareness of the sources of the emerging regulation needs, “what is going 

wrong”, and of the targets for regulation. With strategic regulation, group members can influence 

various cognitive, motivational, and emotional processes taking place in the group and adjust their 

collaborative learning according to the task goals and shared standards. Socially shared regulation, 

particularly, assumes reciprocity in regulatory actions between the group members. SRL (regulating 

oneself), CoRL (supporting each other), and SSRL (regulating together) jointly form the relative 

regulated learning space in which individuals within the group regulate their own motivation, 

emotions, cognition, and behavior and simultaneously contribute to the groups’ shared regulatory 

processes (Hadwin et al., 2018). 

Research has shown that groups do not recognize and react to challenging learning situations 

and, thus, cannot explicitly regulate their learning in such situations (Järvelä et al., 2016; Rogat & 

Adams-Wiggins, 2015). This means that there is a need for them to be alerted. If we were able to 

understand these challenging learning situations, targeted support for metacognitive monitoring and 

regulation of cognition, emotion, and motivation could be provided to help learners adapt their 

learning. If learners fail to optimize their strategic regulation, this failure can lead to nonfunctional 

groups and maladaptive individual and group learning performance.  

 

Multimodal data for understanding regulation in a collaborative learning process 

In attempts to understand the learning process, certain assumptions about learning become 

grounding principles in data collection, namely that the learning process is composed of discrete 

observable cognitive, metacognitive, motivational, and affective events that occur in a sequential 
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temporal order (Bernacki, 2017). According to SRL theories (Zimmerman & Schunk, 2011), the 

learning process is organized into phases, and learners repeatedly progress through these phases in a 

cyclical and iterative fashion until the task engagement concludes and, ideally, the learning goal is 

achieved.  

The use of multimodal data (e.g., psychophysiological, eye tracking, textual dialog transcripts, 

and interaction with technology) offers a significant promise for addressing the problem of 

understanding regulation in collaboration (see Järvelä & Bannert, 2019). We have been working on 

combining the powerful capabilities of affective computing and machine learning with the solid 

theoretical foundations from the learning sciences to make use of these data sources and make the 

invisible learning processes involved in collaboration visible for learners, teachers, and researchers. 

Until now, each of these fields has made progress in capturing learning instances from their own 

perspectives, but as this has been done in isolation from other fields, the desired progress has not 

been achieved. Our ability to connect the three fields can reveal hidden human mental processes, 

model mediating processes, and critical patterns of CL processes.  

While learning is a complex process, it is also multimodal in terms of representations 

evidencing its cognitive, affective, and social aspects (Ochoa, Worsley, Weibel, & Oviatt, 2016). 

Multimodal research data are data that originate from different data channels that can be either 

subjective or objective (Ochoa, 2017). Multimodal approaches in learning science research can help 

tackle the constraints of typical single-channel data (e.g., self-report or protocol analysis) and help 

draw more valid and reliable inferences about the learning processes (Harley, Bouchet, Hussain, 

Azevedo, & Calvo, 2015; Pantic & Rothkrantz, 2003). Digital technologies offer a number of 

different opportunities or affordances to both record and facilitate multimodality in learning. These 

affordances can be (Kraut, Fussel, Brennan, & Siegel, 2002; Kreijns, Kirschner, Jochems, & van 

Buuren, 2011):  

- audible—hearing sounds in digital environments;  
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- visible—seeing objects or people in digital environments;  

- tangible—touching or clicking objects in digital environments;  

- presence-related—sharing the same space with others and/or sensing each other’s presence 

(i.e., social presence in digital environments);  

- temporal—working with others in digital environments at the same time or at different 

times;  

- reviewable—accessing messages in digital environments again and again (i.e., having a 

tangible history); and  

- revisable—repeatedly updating the messages in digital environments.  

Furthermore, a great deal of learning occurs in digital environments (Drysdale, Graham, 

Spring, & Halverson, 2013), where learners typically generate a great amount of cognitive, 

metacognitive, emotional, and motivational data on what is attended to and studied, the order in 

which this occurs, how much time was spent on what, when and where certain actions occurred, and 

so forth (Azevedo, Taub, & Mudrick, 2017). The new era of big data in education (Baker & 

Siemens, 2014) and fine-grained data that come from online learning and computer-based learning 

environments (Azevedo, Moos, Johnson & Chauncey, 2010) provide opportunities to study multiple 

aspects of student behavior and regulation processes that otherwise would have been difficult to 

gather with earlier existing methods (e.g., self-reports). These methods can significantly extend 

current knowledge on the sequential and temporal nature of the complex learning processes 

(Azevedo & Gašević, 2018). For example, the multimodal data captured by these technologies can 

provide new complementary data channels for making visible and understanding important phases 

of regulated learning as they occur (Harley et al., 2015).  

Multidisciplinary collaboration for moving beyond the state of the art in collaborative learning  

Since more complex and larger amounts of data are now available than ever in the past, we 

have wrestled with limitations in our own thinking as well as with problems related to data handling 
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and analysis. The methods and tools for learning analytics have helped us trace and model SRL 

processes and understand CL in authentic learning contexts (Gašević, Dawson, & Siemens, 2015; 

Malmberg et al., 2018; Pijeira-Diaz, Drachsler, Järvelä, & Kirschner, 2018). We posit that the 

technological solutions and digital tools available today and in the future will help advance the 

theory underlying the cognitive, metacognitive, emotional, and social components of individual, 

peer, and group learning when seen through a multidisciplinary lens. 

The learning sciences help us understand human learning processes (Miyake & Kirschner, 

2014), while SRL, CoRL, and SSRL theories help us understand the strategic regulation of those 

processes in learning (Hadwin et al., 2018). Affective computing techniques, which aim to develop 

algorithms for automatic affect recognition from nonverbal human communication (Picard, 1997), 

are used to digitally capture these processes and factors in a minimally intrusive yet objective way. 

They allow us to extract information from physiological parameters related to autonomic nervous 

system activity, voice parameters, and facial expressions, complemented with observed behavior in 

video. Promising research in other sciences has illustrated how data science and machine learning in 

particular are transforming scientific discovery (e.g., Peek, Combi, Marin, & Pellazzi, 2014).  

However, there are several fundamental problems regarding pure data-driven discovery, 

especially when dealing with an insufficient amount of representative (accurately annotated) 

training samples along with a large number of predictive and irrelevant features while the modeled 

phenomena show complex and nonstationary patterns of behavior that evolve over time. Traditional 

model selection and cross-validation procedures may fail to capture the true relationships and show 

misleading results, including spurious relationships. Thus, the hope is that theory-informed machine 

learning methods will allow for more accurate detection of learning processes by accounting for 

cognitive, affective, metacognitive, and behavioral processes of learning in solo and group learning 

activities by analyzing multichannel data. Through theory-informed machine learning, we assume 

that relevant theories from learning sciences drive (Wise & Shaffer, 2015) (i) the choice of data 
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representation or measures used as input into machine learning and (ii) interpretation of the results 

of the application of machine learning. For example, Karpatne et al. (2017) illustrated the principles 

of theory-guided data science, including scientific consistency, as an essential component for 

learning generalizable and scientifically interpretable models facilitating the discovery of novel 

domain insights. Bauckhage et al. (2018) introduced the idea of treating data-driven learning as a 

problem of sequencing predefined operations that allow for incorporating expert knowledge and 

lead to traceable or explainable decision-making systems. In this paper, we show a case (Case 2) 

illustrating the promise of using mixed machine learning methods and combining social network 

analysis and epistemic network analysis in learning analytics. 

Despite the growing availability of opportunities to collect and analyze learning process data, 

research has not yet fulfilled its potential to uncover the cognitive and affective aspects of SRL and 

CL. Machine learning might be the key here, as it can make use of existing data and develop new 

algorithms (Baker & Siemens, 2014), which ultimately will have a positive effect on the 

learner/teacher and their learning/teaching. Machine learning methods applied to SRL and CL focus 

primarily on detection of knowledge building processes from collaborative discourse (Kovanović et 

al., 2016) and identification of learning strategies, motivation, and affective states from logs of 

individual learners’ interactions with technology (D’Mello, 2017; Jovanović, Gašević, Dawson, 

Pardo, & Mirriahi, 2017; Winne & Baker, 2013). A limitation is that most existing machine 

learning research has focused on analyzing single data streams (e.g., traces of interaction with 

technology). A second limitation is that existing approaches are often insufficiently connected with 

theoretical principles from the learning sciences, which may potentially lead to invalid 

interpretations and limited generalizability. Finally, there is little support for understanding the 

developmental progression of SRL and CL skills. Therefore, progress in machine learning is 

necessary to support our goal of understanding and supporting self-regulated learning and CL.  
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The limitations of existing machine learning approaches for the analysis of integrated multiple 

data streams in CL might be overcome by building on expertise in affective computing. In this 

paper, we show a case (Case 1) illustrating how different data streams can be visualized and 

navigated simultaneously. Data for extracting affective cues were collected with one or more 

measurement modalities, such as video cameras, microphones, and on-body sensors, extracting 

facial expressions, body positions, voice characteristics, autonomic nervous system activities, and 

central nervous system activities. Signal and image analysis algorithms were used to characterize 

the data by extracting affect-specific features from each modality. Machine learning was then 

applied to model the feature sets of relevant affects to enable their detection in any new data.  

Studies have shown very high performance levels for human accuracy in affect recognition in 

many applications, such as emotion recognition from voice detection (Väyrynen, Kortelainen, & 

Seppänen, 2013) and spontaneous micro-expression detection from facial videos (Pfister, Li, Zhao, 

& Pietikäinen, 2011). Affective computing, thus, may have the potential to measure learning 

processes using smart sensoring techniques and to transform them into visible information that can 

be interpreted by the teacher/trainer. For example, in our recent research, we demonstrated for the 

first time that affective cues can be measured in a group working scenario of students (Haataja, 

Malmberg, & Järvelä, 2018; Malmberg et al., 2018). In the following, we present two examples of 

how progress is being made in the integration of the three fields.  

 

Example 1: Graphical user interface (GUI) for making complex multimodal CL data visible, 

measurable, and interpretable 

Our first illustrative example of multidisciplinary collaboration is an effort to simplify the 

analysis and use of rich multimodal data gathered by learning scientists. This was done by making 

learners’ regulation processes and their accompanying social and contextual reactions visible, 

measurable, and ultimately interpretable. To facilitate data visualization and processing with respect 
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to the regulation of learning, a graphical user interface (GUI) tool known as SLAM-KIT was 

developed. SLAM-KIT reveals important features of complex learning environments by allowing 

users to travel through the learners’ data and their statistical characteristics. This kit has been 

currently used by the researchers, but will have practical implications, as it simplifies complex 

information and data while making them available through visualization and analysis to both 

teachers and learners (for details, see Noroozi et al., 2018). 

The SLAM-KIT is an integrated analysis tool for the learning sciences that simplifies the use 

and analysis of rich multimodal data recorded from CL situations. It enables users to dive into 

recorded interaction situations not only via the video and audio of the situation but also through a 

wealth of physiological information (i.e., body temperature, electrodermal activity [EDA], blood 

volume pulse [BVP], and heart rate) captured during the situation using unobtrusive sensors and 

cameras. The tool merges the diverse data sources and provides a unified navigable view of the 

entire interaction. The video and audio are aligned with sensor data, which is then presented as 

color-coded plots on the same timeline. The goal is to provide learning scientists with easy access 

to all of the physiological information relevant in the regulation of CL to analyze the learning 

situations. 
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Figure 1. SLAM-KIT tool graphical user interface  

 

Figure 1 presents the GUI of the SLAM-KIT tool in a subject view mode of a measurement 

session. The top rows of subfigures show the synchronously acquired physiological signals for three 

subjects. In the middle, an annotation axis plot shows the annotation labels for time, duration, and 

type. Additionally, more information about the labels is given in the annotation table (lower left-

hand corner), and above this table, quantitative information is given on the analysis of the signals. 

The video playback panel is synchronized with the physiological signal subfigures and shows the 

recorded video with standard playback controls. The controller panel (lower right-hand corner) 

contains additional options for an advanced user. For example, this first top row indicates that there 

appear to be simultaneous activity changes in EDA, BVP, and heart-rate signal in the particular 

session. 
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We can shed further light on the simultaneously occurring changes in the biosignals with the 

SLAM-KIT by computing, for example, recurring plots of the data using multidimensional 

recurrence quantification analysis (MdRQA) (Wallot, Roepstorff, & Mønster, 2016), slope coding 

(Leite, Henriques, Martinho & Paiva, 2013), and the Pearson correlation coefficient among the 

students’ signals. The tool can be used to study group behavior among subjects, as MdRQA 

analysis indicates any simultaneous activities in their biosignals and, thus, reflects possible 

interactions and synchronized affects. These algorithms can be run on the entire learning session or 

a selected shorter segment of the session by controlling the time axes. 

Regulation in learning refers to an intentional process over which individuals exert agency by 

planning for and strategically responding to learning tasks and situations. It is a highly 

metacognitive process involving self-monitoring and self-control activated by regulatory processes 

that develop cyclically across phases of task engagement (Hadwin et al., 2018). The SLAM-KIT 

tool, as such, does not help analyze regulation in collaboration, but its functions have helped us 

explore the complexity of the dynamic nature of regulation (Winne, 2019). It has allowed us to 

contextualize physiological data, explore the characteristics and temporal aspects of the 

physiologically activating situations, triangulate different data channels, and identify challenging 

episodes in CL for further analyses that examine regulatory patterns and contingencies. 

We have been working with collaborative science inquiries, and our multimodal data collection 

covers video recordings, physiological data, log data, situated self-reports, and learning outcomes 

(Järvelä, Järvenoja & Malmberg, 2019). For example, SLAM-KIT helped us identify the 

challenging episodes in collaborative work (videos) and each individual student’s associated EDA 

signals. Figure 2 is an illustration of three group members’ SCR (skin conductance response) peaks 

(levels -1–4) and the standardized SCR peaks (level 0) that occurred in a situation where group 

members confronted a challenge in their inquiry (evidenced in the video). The example shows that 

one student’s strong frustration (right in a picture) created their own simultaneous physiological 
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reaction (EDA), and in the current situation, the other group members followed that arousal instead 

of activating regulation. The situation as such gave us an opportunity to focus on the core 

mechanisms in regulation, such as adaptation (e.g., is the group facing challenges, are they aware of 

it, do they take the necessary steps to overcome it). In this vein, we have progressed further with 

larger multimodal data and explored physiological synchrony (Malmberg et al., 2019) and state 

transitions discovered by machine learning methods for understanding SSRL (Sobocinski et al., 

2019).  

 

 

 

Figure 2. The challenge episode associated with EDA signals of three students.  

 

Example 2: Social and epistemic network signature (SENS) for combining social and cognitive 

dimensions in CL 

Our second illustrative example of multidisciplinary collaboration is an approach that supports 

learning scientists in the use of machine learning and analytic techniques to advance understanding 
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of connections between social and cognitive dimensions of CL (Gašević, Joksimović, Eagan, & 

Shaffer, 2019). This approach analyzes connections of social and cognitive dimensions by looking 

at how learners regulate their CL by playing different roles, whereby the learning science literature 

views these roles in terms of how learners interact with the relevant people about relevant content 

(Dillenbourg, Järvelä, & Fischer, 2009). Therefore, the approach assumes that relevant dimensions 

of CL can be modeled as networks. Network modeling is done as a combination of social network 

analysis (SNA) and epistemic network analysis (ENA) (Shaffer et al., 2016) to form the social and 

epistemic network signature (SENS) approach (see Figure 3). 

Discourse is a typical source of data regarding the cognitive dimension of CL. Traditionally, 

learning scientists analyze discourse by following inductive or deductive coding approaches. The 

use of machine learning in SENS offers learning scientists techniques that can automate the coding 

process. This is performed by using supervised and unsupervised machine learning methods. 

Supervised machine learning techniques automate deductive coding by assigning codes to relevant 

analysis units of discourse according to a predefined codebook or coding scheme. Unsupervised 

machine learning techniques, such as latent Dirichlet allocation, automate the inductive coding 

process. That is, they enable the learning scientist to detect themes that emerge from data and 

interpret the themes against relevant theoretical frameworks.  
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Figure 3: The combination of social network analysis and epistemic analysis with relevant machine 

learning and data analytic approaches to form the SENS approach.  

 

 

The SENS approach does not recommend counting of coded discourse data, which is 

commonly done in the learning science literature due to its grounding in the theory of epistemic 

frames (Shaffer, 2006). The theory posits that the cognitive dimension of CL is not a set of isolated 

processes, skills, and values but rather that the cognitive dimension of CL should be studied 

through connections among processes, skills, and values. Specifically, SENS creates co-occurrence 

networks of the codes used for coding collaborative discourse. Epistemic networks are formed 

based on the co-occurrence of relevant codes within a segment of discourse data, where the segment 

is determined by research questions the learning scientist has. An example research question could 

look at how learning progresses over several weeks of CL. In such a case, codes that co-occur in 

messages posted by a learner each day of CL could be connected to form an epistemic network. 

Such networks are then processed by a dimensionality reduction technique, as commonly used in 
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machine learning and affective computing, to enable the learning scientist to project networks in an 

analytic space to study links between the codes or compare how different groups of learners 

regulated their CL under different conditions.  

Finally, the use of SNA allows for performing graph-based and statistical analyses on social 

networks extracted from collaboration activities, including role analysis with graph multiplicity 

measures (e.g., degree or betweenness centrality), network formation processes (e.g., reciprocity of 

ties), and community detection. SNA can be combined with ENA by using 1) values of epistemic 

networks as attributes of social network nodes to predict whether students who share similar 

epistemic frames are likely to collaborate or reciprocate collaboration; 2) communities detected 

with SNA to check whether there are significant differences in epistemic networks across different 

communities; and 3) measures produced by ENA and SNA as predictors of performance or learning 

outcomes.  

A notable example of the application of SENS is in research on learners’ regulation of CL 

within communities of inquiry (see Figure 4). A supervised machine learning technique is applied 

to automate coding of discussion messages according to the coding schemes for social (i.e., 13 

indicators categorized into three general categories—interactive, affective, and group cohesion) and 

cognitive (i.e., triggering events, exploration, integration, and resolution) presence constructs of 

communities of inquiry (Kovanović et al., 2016; Neto et al., 2018). The association between the 

phases of cognitive presence and indicators of social presence is then studied (Rolim, Ferreira, 

Gašević, and Lins, 2019).  
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a)  b) 

Figure 4. Epistemic network analysis of the association between cognitive and social presence in 

communities of inquiry: a) the epistemic network between phases of cognitive presence (capital 

letters) and indicators of social presence; and b) trajectory analysis of the students in the four 

conditions  across four weeks of discussions – expert-control (red), expert-treatment (purple), 

practicing researcher-control (blue), and practicing researcher-treatment (green) 

 

 

The epistemic network in Figure 4a shows that the lower levels of cognitive presence (i.e., 

the triggering event) were more connected with the indicators of the interactive category of social 

presence (e.g., asking questions or continuing a thread), while higher levels of cognitive presence 

(i.e., integration and resolution) were linked with the indicators of the affective category of social 

presence (e.g., use of humor or self-disclosure). ENA also enabled unveiling of the difference in the 

links between the social and cognitive presences of the students who were in different intervention 

groups (i.e., discussion scaffolded with self-regulated learning vs. externally facilitated regulated 

learning) and different roles assigned (i.e., experts and practicing researchers). The trajectory 

analysis diagram in Figure 4b indicates that the students who met the self-regulated learning 
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condition and were in the role of researcher did not make much progress in their cognitive inquiry 

across four weeks of discussions; that is, they did not move toward the left on the ENA chart, 

showing a lack of progress toward the integration and resolution phases of cognitive presence. For 

the other three groups, evidence of progress was noted.  

 

Conclusions 

 

Our main message is that bridging learning sciences, affective computing, and machine learning 

will advance our understanding on affect and cognition, including metacognition, motivation, and 

emotion in CL, especially the phenomenon dealing with SSRL, and will, thus, help the theory 

progress and design better learning support. Multidisciplinary efforts will also offer specialized 

methods for affective computing and machine learning that can harness the wealth of multichannel 

data regarding CL. These methods will be beneficial for learning scientists in obtaining temporal 

dimensions of cognition and affect of collaboration and effective regulation practices. Still more 

work is needed to implement the multidisciplinary solutions for empirical research for collecting 

and analyzing big learning process data (Molenaar et al., 2019) that can be applied to future AI 

solutions in order to support human learning (Luckin & Cukurova, 2019). For example, future 

implications may be that teachers will be able to measure the level of learners’ cognitive, affective, 

and metacognitive engagement and development of SSRL skills based on which they will be able to 

provide theoretically informed feedback. Then, learners can receive personalized support for the 

development of their SSRL skills at scale. Technology developers can apply sound theoretical 

principles and data analysis methods for the development of next-generation learning technologies. 

Progress in this issue will provide novel automated methods for empowering teachers to provide 

learner-personalized process feedback at scale (Azevedo et al., 2017).  
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 Multidisciplinary collaboration in the three fields described in this paper will advance the CL 

theory underlying individual and group learning with respect to cognitive, metacognitive, social, 

and affective components of learning and how these components shape the results of the learning 

process. Various measurement modalities will signal more about the multifaceted phenomena 

(affect and cognition) than a single state, which will also contribute to the ongoing development of 

self-regulated learning theory (Järvelä & Bannert, 2019). Harnessing the three fields can also solve 

the problem in the learning sciences of the relatively small amount of data researchers have been 

able to collect due to the time and effort needed to analyze the data. The result of this limitation is 

that it is difficult to draw generalizable conclusions. An approach that uses the power of 

technologies to gather and analyze extensive and highly detailed information about learning and 

distributing learning analytics grounded in partitions of that big data has promise (Azevedo & 

Gašević, 2019). Such big data, appropriately analyzed, can inform us how to support learners to 

make adaptations, to self-regulate, and socially share regulation of learning in collaboration that 

would otherwise elude them or that adaptive technologies are not designed to make. 
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